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Author’s response to reviews:

There is no problem with the overlap with the first author’s dissertation, but please state in the manuscript that the study was previously presented at part of a dissertation by ... to university ... etc.

Thank you. This was added into the ‘Consent for publication’ section.

Please ensure that there is minimal remaining overlap in the manuscript with the other papers published from this dissertation. We understand that there will be some overlap in the methods, but the rest of the manuscript should be original wording as much as possible.

We ensured that there is minimal overlap with other papers from the dissertation.

Additionally, please address the following editorial points:

- Please ensure that all email addresses listed in the manuscript and in our submission system are the same to prevent delays in publication.

This was done.

- Please put your List of abbreviations after your Conclusions section.
Done.

- Please be consistent with the author initials - they are different in the Competing interests and Authors' contributions sections. Also, we notice that two of the authors, AK and KB, are not mentioned in the Author's contributions statement. Please clarify. Please see the ICMJE criteria for authorship: http://www.icmje.org/recommendations/browse/roles-and-responsibilities/defining-the-role-of-authors-and-contributors.html

This was checked for consistency.

- Please submit a clean, final version of your manuscript without any highlighting and with track changes turned off.

Find attached.